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Abstract: Cryptographic protocols are used to achieve secure communication over
insecure networks. Weaknesses in such protocols are hard to identify, as they can be
the result of subtle design flaws. Formal verification techniques provide rigid and
thorough means to evaluate security protocols. This paper demonstrates the process of
formal verification by applying a logic to a security protocol intended for use in
mobile communications. As a result of the verification, 8 failed protocol goals are
identified. Further, a new attack on the protocol is outlined. The presence of
weaknesses in published protocols highlights the importance of formal verification to
prevent insecure protocols reaching the public domain.
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1. Introduction
Cryptographic protocols are used to achieve secure communications over insecure
networks. The design of secure protocols is a highly complex and error-prone process.
This is particularly evident from the surprisingly large number of published protocols
which have later been found to contain various flaws, in many cases several years
after the original publication [1], [2], [3].
Traditionally, cryptographic protocols have been designed and verified using informal
and intuitive techniques. However, the absence of formal verification of these
protocols can lead to flaws and weaknesses remaining undetected. Formal verification
techniques provide a rigid and thorough means of evaluating the correctness of a
cryptographic protocol so that even subtle defects can be discovered. Hence, they
facilitate the design and testing of general-purpose cryptographic protocols [4].
This paper highlights the importance of using formal verification techniques prior to
publication of security protocols. As a case study, the BCY protocol is verified using
the GNY logic. This verification identifies 8 failed protocol goals. A new attack on
the protocol is outlined.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarises formal
verification using modal logics. Section 3 presents a detailed verification of the BCY
protocol and outlines a new attack. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Formal Verification
Formal verification of cryptographic protocols is essential as it supports the detection
of defects in the protocol design. Even experienced security protocol designer find it

difficult to establish the correctness of security protocols, as protocol failure can result
from very subtle defects.
2.1. Logic-based Verification
Logical techniques are bases on modal logics of belief and/or knowledge. Such logics
involve a process of deductive reasoning. An attempt is made to derive the protocol
goals by applying a set of axioms and inference rules to the assumptions and message
exchanges of the protocol. Formal logics [1], [2], [3], [5], [6] can be used to generate
comparably short and simple proofs. Logics have been used to identify a number of
flaws in protocols previously considered to be secure. Logic-based formal verification
involves the following steps:
1. Formalisation of the protocol messages
2. Specification of the initial assumptions

3. Specification of the protocol goals
4. Application of the logical postulates

A successfully verified protocol can be considered secure within the limitations of the
logic. On the other hand, the results of a failed verification assist in the identification
of missing initial assumptions and design-flaws of the protocol. The importance of
formal verification cannot be overstated, as it prevents the publication of faulty
security protocols by aiding the early discovery of design flaws.
2.2. The GNY Logic
The logic of Gong, Needham and Yahalom [2], usually referred to as the GNY logic,
is used to formally verify cryptographic protocols. Discussions of the virtues and
limitations of the logic can be found in [7] and [8]. Table 1 shows the constructs of
GNY that are used throughout this paper. For a more detailed and complete
description we refer to [2].
Concatenation of formulae φ(X)
Formula X is recognizable
Symmetric encryption and
P possesses or is capable of
P∋X
decryption
possessing formula X.
Public key
P |~ X
P conveyed X.
{X}K+
encryption/decryption
Private key
P believes X, i.e. the principal
{X}KP |≡ X
encryption/decryption
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has not been before the
X~>C
C. The precondition for X
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P is told formula X, not
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message containing X and P
current protocol run
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Table 1. Used GNY constructs

(X,Y)
{X}K
{X}K-1

3. The BCY Protocol and its Verification
The notation shown in Table 2 is used to describe the BCY protocol [9].
U
V
S
rX
TS

An identifier of the user
Kx+
An identifier of the service provider
KxAn identifier of the certification authority KK
a random nonce generated by X
SK
An expiration time
Table 2: BCY Protocol Notation

public key of X
private key of X
a key-encrypting key
a session key

This protocol is aimed at providing authentication and key agreement in low-power
portable devices such as mobile phones. It demonstrates the computational feasibility
of using public-key cryptography in mobile communications. The protocol combines
a Diffie-Hellman key exchange [10] with the modular square root (MSR) encryption
technique [11]. The MSR technique reduces the computational burden placed on the
mobile device. Certificates, denoted by (X1,…,Xn)Ks-, contain the components X1 to
Xn as well as a hash of these components signed by a certification authority. As the
service provider uses two public keys, one for Diffie-Hellman key agreement and one
for MSR encryption, these will be termed Kvd+ and Kvm+ respectively. The steps of
the protocol are shown in Figure 1.
BCY1: V → U: {V, Kvd+,Kvm+}KsU computes Y = {rU}Kvm+, KK={Kvd+}Ku-, SK = {rU}KK
BCY2: U → V: Y, {{U,Ku+}Ks-}rU
V computes rU ={Y}Kvm-, KK={Ku+}Kvd-, SK = {rU}KK
BCY3: V → U: {dataV}SK
BCY4: U → V: {dataU}SK
Figure 1: The Original BCY Protocol
3.1. Verification of the BCY Protocol
A formalised version of the protocol is shown in Figure 2. The asterisks denote the
ability of each principal to recognise that it did not send the received message at an
earlier stage in the protocol. The message extensions in the first and second messages
indicates that if S signs a certificate, then it believes that the public key contained in
that certificate belongs to the principal, whose name is included in the certificate.
Kvd +

Kvm +

→ V, S |≡ → V
BCY1’: U < *{V,Kvd+,Kvm+}Ks- ~> S |≡ 
Ku +

→ U }rU
BCY2’: V < *{*rU}Kvm+, *{*{U,Ku+}Ks- ~> S |≡ 
BCY3’: U < *{dataV}SK
BCY4’: V < *{dataU}SK
Figure 2: The Formalised BCY Protocol

The initial assumptions for the BCY protocol are as follows:
U ∋ Ku-;
V ∋ Kvd-;
U ∋ Ks+;
U |≡ φ(dataV) ;
Ks +

→ S;
Ks +
→ S;
V |≡ 

U |≡

U ∋{U,Ku+}Ks-;
V ∋ Kvm-;
V ∋ Ks+;
V |≡ φ(dataU};
U |≡ S ⇒ S |≡∗;
V |≡ S ⇒ S |≡∗;

U ∋ dataU;
V ∋ {V,Kvd+,Kvm+}Ks-;
U ∋ rU;
U |≡ φ(Kvd+,Kvm+);

V ∋ dataV;
U |≡ #rU;
V |≡ φ(Ku+);

Kvd +
Kvm +
→ V);

→ V, S ⇒ 
Ku +
→ U;
V |≡ S ⇒ 

U |≡(S ⇒

The goals of the BCY protocol are as follows:
Kvd +

Kvm +

Ku +

→ V;
U |≡ 

→ V;
U |≡ 

→ U;
V |≡ 

U ∋ SK;

U |≡ #SΚ;

U |≡ U ←→ V;

V ∋ SK;
U |≡ V |∼{dataV}SK;
V |≡ U |∼{dataU}SK;

V |≡ #SΚ;
U |≡ #{dataV}SK;
V |≡ #{dataU}SK;

V |≡ U ←→ V;

SK

SK

Application of the GNY postulates results in the following verification:
Kvd +

Kvm +

→ V, S |≡ → V
BCY1’: U < *{V,Kvd+,Kvm+}Ks- ~> S |≡ 
Applying T1 to BCY1’ yields U < {V,Kvd+,Kvm+}Ks-. U is told V’s certificate
without the not-originated-here asterisk. Appling T6 yields U < (V,Kvd+,Kvm+). U
is told the contents of V’s certificate. Appling T2 yields U < Kvd+ and U < Kvm+. U
is told both of V’s public keys. Applying P1 yields U ∋ Kvd+ and Kvm+. The user
possesses the public keys of the service provider. Applying P8, we obtain U∋KK =
{Kvd+}Ku-. U possesses the key–encrypting key. Since U possesses rU, by applying
P6, we obtain U ∋ SK = {rU}KK. U possesses the session key. Since U believes that rU
is fresh, applying F1 gives U |≡ #SK. U believes the session key is fresh. Since U
recognises (Kvd+,Kvm+), by R1 U |≡ φ(V,Kvd+,Kvm+). U recognises the contents of
V’s certificate. The prerequisites of I4 are satisfied. Thus, applying I4, we obtain
U|≡S|~(V,Kvd+,Kvm+)Ks- and U|≡S|~(V,Kvd+,Kvm+). U believes that S conveyed
V’s certificate and the contents of the certificate. However, U cannot believe that the
certificate is a valid current certificate of principal V. The preconditions of J2 are not
achieved, as the certificate contains no expiration time. An intruder could use an old
compromised certificate belonging to V in order to masquerade as the service
provider. Thus, U cannot believe that Kvd+ and Kvm+ are V’s current public keys.
As Kvd+ is used to generate the session key, U cannot derive the belief that the
session key, SK is a shared secret with V.
Ku +

→ U }rU
BCY2’: V < *{*rU}Kvm+, *{*{U,Ku+}Ks- ~> S |≡ 
Applying T1, T4 and P1 yields V ∋ rU. The service provider possesses the random
number generated by the user. Applying T1 and T3, we obtain V < {U,Ku+}Ks-. V
is told U’s certificate. The proof now continues along similar lines to BCY1’.
Applying T6, T2 and P1, we obtain V ∋ Ku+. V possesses U’s public key. Applying
P8, we obtain V∋KK = {Ku+}Kvd-. V possesses the key–encrypting key. Since V
possesses rU and KK by P6 we obtain V∋SK. V possesses the session key. However,
V cannot establish that the session key is fresh. V recognises Ku+, by R1

V|≡φ(U,Ku+). V recognises the contents of U’s certificate. The prerequisites of I4 are
satisfied. Thus, applying I4, we obtain V|≡S|~(U,Ku+)Ks- and V|≡S|~ (U, Ku+). V
believes that S conveyed U’s certificate and the contents of the certificate. However,
V cannot believe that the received certificate is a valid current certificate of principal
U (for the same reasons that U cannot believe in the validity of V’s certificate in
BCY1’). Thus, V cannot believe that Ku+ is the public key of U or that the derived
session key, SK, is a shared secret with U.
BCY3’ and BCY4’: U < *{dataV}SK
V < *{dataU}SK
Application of F7 yields U |≡ #{dataV}SK. U believes BCY3’ to be fresh. In
contrast, V cannot establish that BCY4’ is fresh because he does not believe that the
session key is fresh. Further, the final message exchange fails to provide
authentication. The prerequisites for I1 are not satisfied as: (1) neither party believes
that the session key is a shared secret and (2) V does not believe that the session key
is fresh. Thus, neither principal believes that the other conveyed its identification data.
3.2. Weaknesses Identified by the Verification
The above verification of the BCY protocol identifies the following failed goals:
1. U cannot derive that V’s public keys are valid
2. V cannot derive that U’s public key is valid
3. U cannot derive that the session key is a suitable shared secret with V
4. V cannot derive that the session key is fresh
5. V cannot derive that the session key is a suitable shared secret with U
6. U cannot derive that V conveyed dataV.
7. V cannot derive that U conveyed dataU
8. V cannot derive that BCY4’ is fresh.
Due to these failures, the BCY protocol provides neither authentication nor key
agreement and hence, must be considered a failed protocol. Further, these failures
allow an attacker to impersonate a legitimate user. As a precondition, the attacker
must be able to obtain an old value of the user’s nonce and the corresponding session
key. It is worth noting that the availability of such information to an attacker was
envisaged by the authors of the BCY protocol. With this information, the attacker, A,
can replay the old nonce to the service provider V. This results in the inadvertent recomputation of an old session key, SKO, by V. Subsequently, A can use the old
session key for authentication to V, who would assume to communicate with the
legitimate user U. This attack is possible, because V cannot determine freshness of the
session key. Authentication and key agreement would only be achieved, if both
parties were able to determine that the session key is fresh.
Some of these failures have been identified before and modified protocols have been
proposed to resolve these failures [12],[13]. However, it has been shown that these
modified protocols failed to rectify all failures and that the outlined attack can be
applied to the new proposals as well [4].
The presence of weaknesses in the BCY protocol highlights the importance of formal
verification. Even experienced security protocol designers have difficulties to ensure
correctness of a protocol based on informal verification alone.

4. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the formal verification of cryptographic security protocols using modal
logics was discussed. The formal verification of a security protocol was demonstrated
by applying a logic to a protocol intended for use in mobile communications.
Logic based verification and the GNY logic were briefly introduced. It followed a
detailed verification of the BCY protocol. This verification compromises the
translation of the protocol in the GNY logic, the identification of the initial
assumptions and of the protocol goals and, finally, application of the GNY postulates.
This verification identified 8 failed protocol goals, thus showing that the protocol fails
to achieve authentication or key agreement. Further, a new attack was outlined, which
allows an attacker to impersonate a legitimate user.
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